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A B S T R A C T   

Totivirus-like viruses are a group of non-segmented double-stranded (ds)RNA viruses with two open reading 
frames, which were recently discovered and provisionally assigned to the Totiviridae family. Unlike yeast and 
protozoan Totiviridae viruses, these totivirus-like viruses infect a diverse spectrum of metazoan hosts and 
currently have enormous impacts on fisheries and agriculture. We developed the first infectious full-length cDNA 
clone of a totivirus-like virus, the Omono River virus (OmRV), and produced infectious particles using an RNA- 
transcript-based method. Compared with the parent wild-type particles from nature, the infectious-cloning 
OmRV particles have presented strong cytopathic effects, infectivity and similar morphology. Thus far, the 
established system is one of the few reported systems for generating a non-segmented dsRNA virus cDNA clone.   

1. Introduction 

Totiviridae, one of the taxa in icosahedral non-enveloped dsRNA vi-
ruses, encompasses five approved genera: Giardiavirus, Leishmaniavirus, 
Totivirus, Trichomonasvirus and Victorivirus (Miyazaki et al., 2015; Oka-
moto, 2016, 2020). Their 40-nm virions are usually composed of single 
4.6–7.0 kbp dsRNA genomes encoding one major capsid protein (MCP) 
and an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) (Mor and Phelps, 2016; 
Zhai, 2010). A few have been demonstrated to encode additional func-
tional proteins on the CP surface (Haugland, 2011; Shao et al., 2021). 
The Totiviridae viruses were previously reported to be barely infectious 
on yeast, smut, filamentous fungi and parasitic protozoa (Ghabrial and 
Nibert, 2009). In recent years, a new group of viruses that infect a broad 
range of metazoan hosts has been identified, provisionally placed in the 
Totiviridae family and temporarily named “totivirus-like viruses”, but 
they remain unclassified. Moreover, the totivirus-like viruses have so far 
been isolated from arthropods like shrimps (Poulos et al., 2006) and 
insects (e.g., mosquitoes, flies, ants, mosses) (Isawa, 2011; Koyama, 
2015) from vertebrates such as fishes (Haugland, 2011; Mor and Phelps, 
2016) and from plants (Zhang et al., 2021). Notably, some of these 
totivirus-like viruses have been demonstrated to have great and cease-
less effects on fishery cultivation worldwide (Haugland, 2011; Poulos 
et al., 2006). Therefore, their ability to infect a variety of metazoan hosts 
has received much attention. 

Previously, it has been hypothesised that the capsid of the totivirus- 
like viruses has acquired several unique functional structural features 
associated with their survival strategies, such as transmission and 

replication (Okamoto, 2016, 2020; Shao et al., 2021). To identify these 
features in detail, an infectious clone is a more effective approach. To 
date, the commonly used platforms include the syntheses of full-length 
genomic RNA transcripts (the RNA-transcript-based method), 
full-length cDNA/RdRp products or bacterial artificial chromosome 
(BAC)/RdRp, followed by transfections or electroporation for delivering 
the gene products into the host cells. These approaches have already 
been applied in generating several infectious clones of positive-sense 
single-stranded (+)ssRNA viruses (Almazán, 2000; Amarilla, 2021; 
Cohen et al., 1987; de Mello, 2021; Isawa, 2012; Racaniello and Balti-
more, 1979; Yount, 2003; Yount et al., 2000). For dsRNA viruses, the 
infectious clones of the multi-segmented dsRNA Reovirales viruses have 
been obtained using RNA-transcript- and plasmid-based methods (Des-
selberger, 2017; Kanai, 2017; Kaname et al., 2013; Kobayashi, 2007; 
Komoto, 2018; Matsuo et al., 2015; Pretorius et al., 2015; Richards et al., 
2013; Trask et al., 2010; Troupin et al., 2010; Yang, 2015). Moreover, 
the infectious particles of a segmented dsRNA virus in Birnaviridae 
family were also generated using the RNA-transcript-based method 
(Mundt and Vakharia, 1996). However, for non-segmented dsRNA vi-
ruses, such as totivirus-like viruses, only a few successful cases have 
been recorded, to our knowledge (Lin et al., 2007). Hence, the avail-
ability of infectious clones of totivirus-like viruses is important and 
required. 

The earlier isolated mosquito Omono River virus (OmRV-AK4) 
(GenBank accession number: AB555544) (Isawa et al., 2011) is applied 
for our infectious clone development. Herein, we have first established 
an approach for generating an infectious non-segmented totivirus-like 
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virus clone from a constructed full-length 7.6-kbp OmRV cDNA using an 
RNA-transcript-based method. This will enable novel studies of their 
molecular biology mechanisms and features that are involved in the life 
cycles of the metazoan totivirus-like dsRNA viruses. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Infectious cloning of the Omono River virus and seed virus 
preparation 

The OmRV-fragment1/pMK and OmRV-fragment2/pMA plasmids 
designed according to the full genome sequence of the OmRV-AK4 strain 
were ordered from GeneArt Custom Gene Synthesis Service (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). All plasmids were purified using PureLink HiPure 
Plasmid Maxiprep Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The OmRV- 
fragment1/pMK contains an upstream SP6 promoter sequence (5’- 
ATTTAGGTGACACTATAG-3’) (Fig. 1A). Fragment1, which was diges-
ted from OmRV-fragment1/pMK with two restriction enzymes DraIII 

and XhoI, was purified from a 1% (w/v) agarose gel slice using PureLink 
Quick Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then fragment1 was 
ligated into pACYC177 low-copy-number plasmid (ATCC, 37031, 
approximately 3.9 kbp) at DraIII-XhoI sites to obtain the reconstructed 
product OmRV-fragment1/pACYC177. Fragment2, which was digested 
from OmRV-fragment2/pMA by XhoI and Cfr9I, was ligated into OmRV- 
fragment1/pACYC177 at XhoI-Cfr9I sites to finally obtain the plasmid 
OmRV-full-length/pACYC177. The complete cloning process of the 
OmRV-full-length/pACYC177 infectious clone (OmRV/IC-wt) is shown 
in Fig. 1A. The OmRV-full-length/pACYC177 plasmid was then elec-
troporated into electrocompetent E. coli (Lucigen) with a MicroPluser 
Electroporator (Bio-Rad) (1.8 kV, 5 ms), and the cells were spread on a 
Luria-Bertani (LB)-agar plate (Miller, Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented 
with 100 μg/mL ampicillin. The plate was then incubated at room 
temperature for 2 d until the colonies formed. The transformants were 
then propagated in a LB liquid medium with 100 μg/mL ampicillin at 
25 ◦C and 150 rpm for 48 h. The purified product was linearised with 1-h 
digestion of XhoI, and then extracted from electrophoresed 1% (w/v) 

Fig. 1. Schematic description of designing and cloning OmRV/IC-wt and mutant OmRV/IC-T365A using a low-copy-number plasmid pACYC177. A) The 
upper panel shows the full DNA construct from the 5’ to 3’ end of OmRV which encodes CP and RdRp. The nucleotide (nt) scale ruler ranging from 1 to 11,000 nt is 
also included. The bottom shows the cloning process. The OmRV-fragment1/pMK and OmRV-fragment2/pMA inserts are coloured green and purple, and their 
vectors are displayed in grey. The OmRV-full-length/pACYC177 plasmid is with the OmRV gene insert (fragment1 + fragment2), starting from a DraIII site and 
ending with a Cfr9I site. The SP6 promoter (red rectangular) is located upstream of the OmRV gene of the OmRV-fragment1 to initiate RNA synthesis. B) The plasmid 
construction of the Std-OmRV (508–684)/pMA. A, B) Orange and blue arrows show the forward (519-Fw) and reverse (674-Re) primers applied in RT-qPCR for viral 
RNA detection. C) The plasmid construction of the OmRV-fragment1-T365A/pMK. The mutated codon (ACT to GCT) has been labelled and the primers in muta-
genesis are included at the bottom. The red letters in the sequence indicate the wild-type and the mutated codons encoding amino acid mutation T365A. 
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agarose gel, followed by DNA sequencing. 
For in vitro transcription, the OmRV-full-length/pACYC177 plasmid 

(10 μg) was linearised with Cfr9I and was transcribed into (+)ssRNA 
using mMESSAGE mMACHINE High-Yield Capped RNA Transcription 
SP6 Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The transcribed OmRV/IC-wt (+) 
ssRNA (2.5 μg) was introduced into 5 x 106 C6/36 mosquito cells per 
well in a 6-well plate with Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). The same amount of Lipofectamine (2000) reagent treated 
C6/36 cells was used as a negative control. Both were prepared in 
triplicate in three wells. Then 200 μL of the infected culture fluid (ICF) 
was collected on 0, 1, 3, 5, and 8 d post infection (dpi). The OmRV/IC-wt 
dsRNA was extracted from the ICF samples using PureLink Viral RNA/ 
DNA Mini Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for the following quantitation 
steps. In total, three individual trials were performed as above without 
the presence of parent original OmRV-AK4 particles (OmRV/Ori) in all 
procedures. 

2.2. Virus titration using quantitative reverse transcription polymerase 
chain reaction 

The forward 519-Fw (5’-TGTGTATAAGGTTGGGTCGGAAG-3’) and 
the reverse primer 674-Re (5’-GACAACAAACACATAGGACAGAA-3’) 
specifically for a portion of fragment1 (Fig. 1A and B) in OmRV were 
used in the quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-qPCR) to confirm the progeny recombinant OmRV particle propa-
gation. The viral dsRNA copy numbers were determined according to 
the standard samples. The standard DNA construct [Std-OmRV 
(508–684)/pMA], composed of an upstream SP6 promoter, an OmRV- 
AK4 (508–684) short gene fragment and an XhoI restriction site in a 
pMA plasmid, was designed and ordered as an RT-qPCR quantitation 
standard (Fig. 1B). The 5 μg of Std-OmRV (508–684)/pMA plasmid was 
overnight linearised by XhoI at 37 ◦C and was then transcribed into RNA 
using mMESSAGE mMACHINE High-Yield Capped RNA Transcription 
SP6 Kit (Invitrogen) for the following RT-qPCR step. All the samples 
containing viral dsRNA were extracted from exactly the same volume of 
ICFs to avoid introducing errors. The Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix 
(2X), MultiScribe Reverse Transcriptase (50 U/mL) and RNase Inhibitor 
(20 U/mL) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were used as recommended in the 
manufacturer’s instructions. The RT-qPCR conditions were as follows: 
48.0 ◦C for 30 min, 95.0 ◦C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95.0 ◦C 
for 15 s and 60.0 ◦C for 1 min. The total reaction volume in each well 
was 10 μL. The CT values and other parameters were analysed, generated 
and exported from the software ‘QuantStudio™ 6 Flex System’. The data 
were then processed, and the figures were made by Graphpad Prism 8, 
according to the Std-OmRV (508–684)/pMA-generated standard. 

2.3. Cell culture 

C6/36 Aedes mosquito cells were provided by Morita’s group at 
NEKKEN, Nagasaki University, and were cultured in a minimum 
essential medium (Eagle, Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with non- 
essential amino acid (NEAA, Gibco), 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum 
(FBS, Biowest) and 100 U/mL penicillin/100 μg/mL streptomycin 
(Gibco) at 28 ◦C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. 

2.4. Plaque assay 

After two passages of OmRV/IC-wt ICF in C6/36 mosquito cells, an 
aliquot of the OmRV/IC-wt ICF was collected. A plaque assay was then 
performed to test the infectivity of the generated OmRV/IC-wt particles. 
The OmRV/Ori was used as a positive control. Each 1 mL aliquot of the 
serially diluted OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/Ori samples was prepared and 
added to 90–100% confluent monolayer C6/36 mosquito cells in each 
well of the 6-well plates. Each serial dilution was tested in triplicate. The 
plates were incubated at 28 ◦C and 5% CO2 with gentle rocking for even 
coverage and to prevent them from drying out. After 1 h incubation, the 

fluid containing virus particles was gently removed, and 2 mL of the 
freshly prepared sterile immobilising MEM medium supplemented with 
NEAA, 2% (v/v) FBS, 0.4% (w/v) agarose, and 100 U/mL penicillin/ 
100 μg/mL streptomycin was overlaid on the inoculums in each well at 
room temperature. The plates with overlays were then incubated at 
28 ◦C with 5% CO2 for 2–4 days. Then, 0.5 mL of 3 mg/mL MTT (3-(4,5- 
Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) staining solution was added to each well on the top of the 
overlays, and the plates were then incubated at 28 ◦C for another 2 h, 
until clear plaques appeared (Klebe and Harriss, 1984). 

2.5. Virus particle propagation, isolation, purification and electron 
microscopy imaging 

To obtain a higher yield of the OmRV/IC-wt particles, the seed 
particles were transferred and propagated in five 175 cm2 cell culture 
flasks containing mosquito C6/36 cells. The cells were incubated until 
they detached due to the strong cytopathic effect (CPE). The OmRV/IC- 
wt particles were then isolated and purified from the ICFs, following a 
previously reported method (Okamoto et al., 2016). The purified par-
ticles’ viral protein compositions were visualised using SDS-PAGE with 
silver staining (Pierce Silver Stain Kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The 
purified particles were also used for viral dsRNA genome extraction. The 
extracted dsRNA samples were then electrophoresed on 1% (w/v) 
agarose gel (SYBR™ Safe DNA Gel stain, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 
imaged. To compare the viral replication and propagation rates, an 
in-parallel experiment on OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/Ori was also per-
formed. The same RNA copies (approximately 1.7 x 106 copies/mL) of 
the OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/Ori particles were inoculated into 6-well 
plates, each in triplicate. 200 μL of each infected culture fluid (ICF) 
was then collected on 0, 1, 3, 5 and 8 dpi. The viral dsRNA from the ICF 
samples was then extracted, followed by RT-qPCR as described above. 

For electron microscopy (EM) imaging, the carbon-coated grid (TED 
PELLA, 01753-F) was first glow-discharged for 30 s under a 20-mA 
plasma current (PELCO easiGlow). Each 5 μL of purified OmRV/IC-wt 
and OmRV/Ori particles was loaded onto the glow-discharged carbon- 
coated grid (TED PELLA, 01753-F) for 1 min. The excess samples were 
removed with a filter paper, and thereafter both samples were nega-
tively stained for 1 min using 2% (v/v) gadolinium salts (Uranyl Acetate 
Alternative, TED PELLA, 1-800-237-3526). The staining solution was 
then removed from the grid with filter paper, and the samples were air- 
dried. The grids were imaged using a transmission electron microscope 
(TEM, FEI Technai G2) under an 80 kV acceleration voltage. To have 
clear observations of the intact particles, cryo-electron microscopy 
(cryo-EM) was also performed. For cryo-EM data collection, a holey 
carbon grid (Quantifoil R2/2, Cu 300 mesh; Quantifoil Micro Tools 
GmbH) covered with a 2-nm continuous carbon film was first glow- 
discharged for 30 s under a 20-mA plasma current (PELCO easiGlow). 
Each 3 μL of the sample solution was then applied to each grid at 4 ◦C 
with 95% humidity and incubated for 30 s, and the excess sample so-
lution on the cryo-EM grids was blotted with filter papers. Thereafter, 
the cryo-EM grids were plunge-frozen into liquid ethane using a Vitrobot 
Mark IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The grids were examined with a 
Glacio 200-kV electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and the 
cryo-EM images were captured at a nominal magnification of x92,000 
using a Falcon III direct electron detector. The nominal defocus value 
was − 3 μm. 

2.6. Mutant OmRV/IC-T365A propagation and characterization 

A single-site gene mutation (1115A–1115G) corresponding to the 
amino acid mutation T365A was introduced into the plasmid OmRV- 
fragment1/pMK, following the manufacturer’s instructions of the 
QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, 
200523). The mutated plasmid is named as OmRV-fragment1-T365A/ 
pMK (Fig. 1C). The plasmid OmRV-full-length-T365A/pACYC177 was 
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finally obtained by ligating OmRV-fragment1-T365A and fragment2. 
Thereafter, the linearised OmRV-full-length-T365A/pACYC177 was 
transcribed and transfected in vitro by following the aforementioned 
procedures for the OmRV/IC-wt. The mutant OmRV/IC-T365A recom-
binant viruses were then generated. Another trial of OmRV/IC-wt lip-
ofection was performed in parallel, and the RT-qPCR was then 
performed with both ICF samples of the OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/IC- 
T365A. After two passages, the P2 ICF was collected. The dsRNA in 
OmRV/IC-T365A was extracted from the P2 ICF stock (PureLink Viral 
RNA/DNA Mini Kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific) followed by the dsRNA 
denaturation using 5 min pre-incubation at 95 ◦C with the presence of 
15% (v/v) DMSO, reverse transcription (UltraScript 2.0 Reverse Tran-
scriptase & Kits, PCRBIOSYSTEMS) and PCR amplification (Primers: 
817-Fw, 5’-ACAATGAGCGGTCCATTGGC-3’; 1436-Re, 5’-AAGAT-
CAAGGATGCGGCTGC-3’) for the T365A mutation site DNA sequencing. 
The obtained sequence alignment was performed by CLC Sequence 
Viewer 7, and the raw spectrum was visualised by a SnapGene viewer. 

3. Results and discussion 

The strain OmRV-AK4 is the first isolated OmRV strain, and it pro-
duces infectious filled particles and over half of the particles without 
packing the dsRNA genome (empty particles) during propagation 
(Okamoto, 2016, 2020) which is its own property. The capsid structure 
of the infectious OmRV-AK4 capsid does not present any protrusion 
protein (Okamoto et al., 2020), whereas that of the recently isolated 
strain OmRV-LZ presents protrusion proteins over the 5-fold axes (Shao 
et al., 2021). However, many OmRV-LZ particles do not have protrusion 
proteins (Shao et al., 2021), implying that the protrusion proteins 
weakly interact with the capsid, are easily dissociated from the capsid 
and are not fully essential (Shao et al., 2021). The sequence identity of 
the two strains is 97%, where the gene sequence encoding the protrusion 
proteins, the 2A-like motif and the newly found cleavage motifs (CM) 
are identical (Shao et al., 2021), implying that the protrusion proteins 
are probably expressed in the OmRV-AK4 strain as well. The OmRV-AK4 
strain is a good template for generating an infectious clone to assess the 
capsid functions of the totivirus-like virus, including the viral trans-
mission strategies in its life cycle. 

As previously described, icosahedral dsRNA viruses need an intra-
particle RNA synthesis mechanism to coordinate the (+)ssRNA synthe-
ses and the genome replication within the particles (Guglielmi et al., 
2010). Within the viral capsid, the nascent (+)ssRNAs are synthesised by 
the internal CP-RdRp fusion protein using the dsRNA genome as a 
template (Okamoto, 2020; Wickner et al., 2013). The (+)ssRNAs and 
their translated viral CPs and RdRps are thereafter assembled to be a 
core replication intermediate (RI). The dsRNA is then synthesised from 
the RIs inside the assembled capsid (Guglielmi et al., 2010). This 
replication cycle has been depicted for Saccharomyces cerevisiae virus 
L-A, which is a well-studied dsRNA virus belonging to the family Toti-
viridae (Wickner, 1996; Wickner et al., 2013). The totivirus-like dsRNA 
viruses are expected to employ a similar mechanism for intraparticle 
genome synthesis. Therefore, the reverse-genetically-synthesised OmR-
V/IC-wt and OmRV/IC-T365A (+)ssRNAs were introduced into the 
C6/36 mosquito cells to generate the recombinant infectious particles. 

The OmRV/IC-wt RNA copy numbers kept increasing from day 1 to 
day 8 after introducing the OmRV/IC-wt (+)ssRNA into C6/36 mosquito 
cells (Fig. 2A), demonstrating recombinant virus propagation from the 
synthesised viral (+)ssRNA. After several passages of ICF in the C6/36 
cells, the OmRV/IC-wt virus titres went up remarkably (~5.2 x 109 pfu/ 
mL) in accord with the plaque assay result while displaying significant 
CPE (Fig. 2B). The OmRV/IC-wt-infected C6/36 cells first showed round 
swelling morphologies, were then detached, forming syncytia, and 
finally lysed; however, compared with the CPE in OmRV/Ori-infected 
cells, more syncytia formations were observed in the OmRV/IC-wt- 
infected cells before cell lysis (Fig. 2B). The plaques of the infectious 
OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/Ori particles were compared (Fig. 2C), and no 
apparent differences were observed according to the plaque sizes (1–2 
mm on average after a three-day incubation), which indicates that the 
virus multiplication rates for OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/Ori are similar. 
The OmRV/Ori and OmRV/IC-wt propagation results are shown in 
Fig. S1, which indicates that the OmRV/IC-wt can well propagate in C6/ 
36 cells; however, its slightly higher virus titre implies that the OmRV/ 
IC-wt and OmRV/Ori behave differently, which may be related to their 
different CPEs. Although it is difficult to draw conclusions, one specu-
lation is that OmRV/Ori contains quasi-species that could affect its 
cytopathicity. The purified and concentrated OmRV/IC-wt particles 

Fig. 2. The OmRV/IC-wt virus propagation in C6/ 
36 mosquito cells. A) The RT-qPCR titration repli-
cation curves of propagated virus particles 0, 1, 3, 5 
and 8 days after the introduction of OmRV/IC-wt (+) 
ssRNA (black) or its negative control (light grey). The 
error bars (standard deviation, SD) were generated 
from nine replicates. The values of the RNA copies 
were calculated based on the RT-qPCR results of the 
RNA standard Std-OmRV (508–684)/pMA. B) The 
CPE and cell morphology comparisons between the 
OmRV/Ori (up), OmRV/IC-wt (middle) infected C6/ 
36 cells (6 dpi), and healthy C6/36 cells (bottom). C) 
The plaque assay results of OmRV/IC-wt (left) and 
OmRV/Ori particles (right) (3 dpi). The plaques were 
visualised using MTT staining. The live cells are 
stained, and the dead cells remain unstained.   
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were characterised using SDS-PAGE. Three major bands were obtained, 
including those of the dsRNA, the CP-RdRp complex and the MCP, but 
there was no visible protrusion protein 17-kDa band in either OmRV/Ori 
or OmRV/IC-wt sample (Fig. 3A). The results of the purified OmRV/IC- 
wt particles are consistent with those of previously purified OmRV virus 
fractions (Isawa, 2011; Okamoto, 2016). The agarose gel image of the 
dsRNA samples extracted from the particles is shown in Fig. 3B, 
demonstrating that the OmRV 7.6 kbp-length gene is correctly syn-
thesised and replicated in the OmRV/IC-wt. As expected, some empty 
particles are produced in the OmRV/IC-wt particles; however, the TEM 
and cryo-EM images show that the infectious filled particles encapsi-
dating the dsRNA genome are also formed (Fig. 3C). The OmRV/IC 
particles are morphologically indistinguishable compared with the 
OmRV/Ori ones. 

To verify that the produced particles are derived from the infectious 
clone DNA, one-point mutant OmRV/IC-T365A has been generated. An 
amino acid residue T365 mediates the most critical hydrogen bond be-
tween the protrusion protein and the MCP (Shao et al., 2021). The 
OmRV/IC-T365A-infected C6/36 cells first swelled, gradually detached 
and finally lysed within a few days after the (+)ssRNA transfection. 
Syncytia formation was also observed. The dsRNA agarose gel shows 
that the OmRV/IC-T365A genome is in the correct size (~7.6 kbp) 
(Fig. 4A). The DNA sequencing result of the amplified cDNA synthesised 
from the viral dsRNA in the propagated OmRV/IC-T365A shows the 
expected T365 mutation and demonstrates that the propagated particles 
are indeed derived from the OmRV/IC-T365A (+)ssRNA which is tran-
scribed from the plasmid OmRV-full-length-T365A/pACYC177 

(Fig. 4B). According to the propagation curves of the OmRV/IC-wt 
and the OmRV/IC-T365A, statistically significant reductions in propa-
gation are shown at 5 and 7 dpi in the OmRV/IC-T365A (Fig. 4C). To 
further verify the importance of the protrusion protein in OmRV prop-
agation, we checked the propagation rate of the mutant 
OmRV/IC-T365A with the presence of a recombinantly expressed pro-
trusion protein [OmRV-AK4-protrusion (I244–P369)] in the culture 
medium (Figs. S2A–B). In Fig. S2C, the mutant OmRV/IC-T365A shows 
a consistently reduced propagation rate (1, 3 and 5 dpi) as the one 
shown in Fig. 4C. The excess presence of the protrusion proteins seems 
to rescue the propagation of OmRV/IC-T365A to some extent at 3 dpi; 
however, there is no significant difference at 5 or 7 dpi (Fig. S2C). The 
results are consistent with a previous finding (Shao et al., 2021), which 
shows that an anti-protrusion antibody reduces OmRV infectivity but 
cannot fully prevent the infection. Together, although the possibility 
that the T365A mutation may affect viral gene replication is undeniable, 
the protrusion protein is likely implicated in virus propagation, pre-
sumably in infection (Shao et al., 2021); however, this mechanism is not 
yet clear. 

In summary, we have first developed an approach for generating the 
cDNA-derived OmRV/IC-wt and the mutant. No significant difference 
regarding viral infectivity, morphology and genome packaging is 
observed between the OmRV/IC-wt and OmRV/Ori particles. This will 
allow us to produce a large amount of infectious OmRV particles and 
more mutants to extensively clarify the hypothesised structural func-
tions in totivirus-like viruses (Okamoto, 2020; Shao et al., 2021), as the 
results shown here of the mutant OmRV/IC-T365A. 

Fig. 3. The protein composition, gene and virion 
morphology characterisations of the OmRV/IC-wt 
particles. A) The SDS-PAGE results of the purified 
OmRV/Ori (Lane 1) and OmRV/IC-wt (Lane 2) par-
ticles. The gel was stained by silver staining. The 
black arrows indicate the dsRNA, CP-RdRp fusion 
complex and major capsid protein in the OmRV-Ori 
and the OmRV/IC-wt particles, respectively. No pro-
trusion protein was detected. B) The agarose gel re-
sults of the dsRNA samples extracted from the 
purified OmRV/Ori and OmRV/IC-wt particles. C) 
The cryo-EM images (left) and the TEM images (right) 
of the purified OmRV/Ori and OmRV/IC-wt particles. 
The scale bars are included.   
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